
Boz Garden, Riotous Arrangement 2 (2020), digital photography (image courtesy the artist)LOS ANGELES â€” ARCHIVE MACHINES, an online exhibition hosted by the Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery (LAMAG), offers
one way forward during this time of social distancing. Curated by Olivian Cha, Kerstin Erdmann, and Rita Gonzalez, the juried exhibition of recent works by Los Angelesâ€“based artists takes the form of a living archive of
stories, objects, and photographs that expand our understanding of what perspectives have been left out of official records, and how they might reconfigure our relationship to the present.The show is divided into four
thematic sections.Â The first, â€œREVISIONING,â€• reframes and reconsiders our relationship to the past, while the second, â€œRESISTING,â€• addresses modes of political resistance. While these frames can feel a
bit didactic, they offer helpful ways of considering how archives reflect personal and collective values in ways that are deeply political.Allison Stewartâ€™s photographs of former Confederate monuments, for example,
depict empty plinths covered by graffiti or torn plastic. While one image captures the recent state of a monument once erected by the University of Texas to commemorate Confederate war hero Albert Sidney Johnston, it
also has much in common with local histories of Los Angeles.Johnston himself was once a local resident who enlisted in the Los Angeles Mounted Rifles, a secessionist militia, before becoming a celebrated Confederate
general. After he bled out in the Battle of Shiloh, Griffin Avenue, Johnston Street, and Hancock Street in Northeast Los Angeles were named in honor of him and his family members. Just as local monuments to
Christopher Columbus have been taken down in recent years, might we also see a reckoning and transformation of place names and streets in the city?Allison Stewart, â€œRemoved Albert Sidney Johnston monument,
University of Texas, Austin Texas. Commissioned and donated by University of Texas regent George W. Littlefield. Installed at University of Texas Littlefield Fountain 1919, Moved to the South Mall 1933, Removed
2017â€• (2019), digital print (image courtesy the artist)Rachel Zaretskyâ€™s video work takes on a (now) less controversial, if no less fraught, monument: a Holocaust memorial by architect Kenneth Trelster that was
once opposed by Miami Beach locals as â€œtoo somberâ€• for their town. The bronze sculpture depicts an arm reaching toward the sky, surrounded by immiserated figures representing Jewish victims and survivors of
Nazi genocide. Zaretsky, whose own family members are among the names etched into the memorialâ€™s walls, describes the images and captions she finds through hashtags and geotags on Instagram â€” a gallery of
namaste poses, vibrant filters, and sight gags that suggest even remembering the Holocaust isnâ€™t enough to dampen the sunny beach vibes of South Florida.Still from Rachel Zaretsky, Visiting the Holocaust Memorial
Miami Beach by proxy (2019), video (image courtesy the artist)Boz Gardenâ€™s Riotous Folds: Possibilities for the Document series juxtaposes images and quotations about modern architecture, urban riots, and
histories of Black dissidents. While architecture might be fascinated by glass as a symbol of progress and modernity, these works are more interested in their destruction â€” shattered glass as an anticapitalist metonym
for the broken storefront and looted commodity. The project documents ways in which architecture reinforces the permanence of commerce and capital: An excerpt from an article about glazier company Giroux Glass
recounts the supposedly heroic efforts of glass repairmen boarding up windows to protect businesses against looting.In each case, the urban fabric presents ways of interpreting the world that are challenged or
undermined (either intentionally or not) by people encountering these spaces. Tearing down statues and renaming streets might have great symbolic power, but deeper transformative shifts in how people experience the
world or remember the past remain a work in progress. These artist-made archives might give us a sense of what possibilities await in the future.ARCHIVE MACHINES runs online at the LAMAG website through
November 1. The third thematic section, REWIRING, launched in September and the fourth, RELATING, launches October 1. The exhibition was curated by Olivian Cha, Kerstin Erdmann, and Rita Gonzalez.  A guerrilla
projection on the Guggenheim Museum&#8217;s facade, reading Seeking New Management (all images courtesy of the Illuminator)Yesterday, September 28, the artist-activist groups Artists for Workers (AFW) and the
Illuminator descended on the Guggenheim Museum in New York for a series of guerrilla projections on its facade. The action was held in solidarity with the Guggenheim&#8217;s unionized workers and workers of
Guggenheim Abu Dhabi ahead of the museum&#8217;s New York reopening this week (September 30 for members and October 3rd for the general public).Traffic was scarce on Manhattan&#8217;s Fifth Avenue when
an old white van parked in front of the Guggenheim at 7:40pm last night. The vehicle, retrofitted to raise a large projector through an opening in its roof, belonged to the Illuminator. This is the third time that the group
directed its projector at the Guggenheim&#8217;s spiral structure:Â It didÂ it with the group Gulf Ultra Luxury Faction (G.U.L.F.) in 2016 and 2014,Â  and with Visual AIDS in 2015.Members of the Illuminator setting up
their projector in front of the GuggenheimTrustees to workers: Drop deadWithin minutes, the Illuminator&#8217;s crew was atop the van to set up their gear. At 8pm, the projection lit up the Guggenheim&#8217;s facade
with a series of messages reading: Fair Contract, Seeking New Management, Open for Racism, $1.4 Million Dollar Director Salary, Austerity Wages for Workers, and more.This action seeks to connect the exploitation of
workers at the Solomon R. Guggenheim with the experience of workers in other Guggenheim locations, like the one in Abu Dhabi, said a member of AFW, who prefers to remain anonymous, in a conversation with
Hyperallergic during the action.Our aim is to put pressure on the museum to understand these are not isolated instances but are related through modes of racial oppression and exploitation of workers, the activist
continued. That&#8217;s why the museum needs to ratify a contract with the Guggenheim&#8217;s workers union as soon as possible.Open for racismOpen for exploitationAFW is a group of American and international
artists based in New York City,Â which formed to support organizing museum workers across the city. In June, the group launched with a parody of the New Museum, presentingÂ a website that replicates the
museum&#8217;s branding to provide resources for anti-racist organizing. In July, the group launched the â€œGuggenheim Transparency Initiative,â€• a webpage that similarly mimics the museum&#8217;s official
website but supplants its original contents with information about alleged race- and gender-based wage discrepancies within the museum&#8217;s departments.AFW says that all of its actions against the Guggenheim
are organized independently from the Guggenheim union and that its members have no professional affiliation with the museum. The group added that ahead of yesterday&#8217;s action, it consulted with the Gulf Labor
Collective, a group of artists andÂ activists that has beenÂ advocating for migrant worker rightsÂ in the Gulf since 2010.The Guggenheim Union has not responded to Hyperallergic&#8217;s immediate request for
comment.$1.4 million dollar director salary; austerity wages for workersSolidarity with workers, NYC to Abu DhabiThe Guggenheim will open its doors tomorrow, September 30, against the backdrop of a string of
controversies related to its policies of diversity and inclusion; grave financial losses that led to 92 furloughs and 24 layoffs;Â and unresolved contract negotiations with the Guggenheim union.Most recently, an anonymous
group of current and former workers called A Better Guggenheim accused the museum&#8217;s leadership of fostering an environment of sexism, racism, classism, and abuse. In a letter sent earlier this month, the group
demanded the resignation or removal of the museum&#8217;s three top executives: Richard Armstrong, Director; Elizabeth Duggal, Senior Deputy Director and Chief Operating Officer; and Nancy Spector, Artistic
Director and Chief Curator.Artists for Workers and the Illuminator organized the projections in solidarity with the Guggenheimâ€™s unionized workers and workers of Guggenheim Abu DhabiLast night&#8217;s projection
caught the attention of passersby who stopped to snap photos, but only a few of the Fifth Avenue pedestrians reported having knowledge of the tensions between workers and management at the Guggenheim.Tito
Urunca, an artist who has been selling his photographs outside the Guggenheim for 10 years, was taking an evening walk when the projections started. I know many of these workers; they work very hard for little money,
he told Hyperallergic. Many of them had to change jobs during the shutdown.In a statement to Hyperallergic, the Guggenheim wrote: We continue to negotiate in good faith with Local 30. We hope for a fair resolution that
benefits our employees and the long-term financial health of the museum.The Museum is listening to all our staff about our shared vision for the Museum going forward â€“ a more diverse, inclusive, equitable, and
accessible institution that can continue to operate for generations to come, the museum&#8217;s statement continued. We are committed to moving forward with a fair, respectful, and positive work environment for all
Guggenheim employees. We recognize and appreciate the contributions of the talented staff who bring our mission to life every day.  Joiri Minaya, Container #7 (2020), archival pigment print on Canson Baryta
Photographique paper, 40 x 60 inches, edition 1 of 3 (+1 AP) (all images courtesy Baxter Street at the Camera Club of New York)Joiri Minaya experiments with an empowering remedy for Dominican women subjected to
the longue durÃ©e of the colonial gaze. To locate and instill agency, she mines disparate archives â€” Google image searches, ethnographic documentation, tourist postcards â€” uncovering and appropriating
hyper-sexualized representations.Joiri Minaya, Continuum (2020), archival pigment print on HahnemÃ¼hle FineArt Pearl paper, 11 x 14 inches, edition of 12 + 3 APIn digital collages such as â€œContinuumâ€• (2020) â€”
on view in her latest exhibition at Baxter Street at the Camera Club of New York â€” Minaya imposes Google image search results of Dominican women, often in highly eroticized poses, onto historic photographs taken by
colonial ethnographers. Weaving historic and contemporary images, she remixes and collages snippets of postcards sold in tourist shops in Santo Domingo, then slips them back into shops throughout the city, covertly
intervening into the circulation of images designed for consumption.Placing her own body within the frame, Minaya creates and wears brightly patterned bodysuits sewn so as to force the wearer into a particular pose,
transforming them into an odalisque or a siren. These loud and colorful suits are worn in self-portraits, captured in convincing yet artificial natural environments. Such picturesque tropical landscapes parallel the
exoticization of Dominican women â€” a social fabrication that exists in tandem with the presentation of (un)natural tropical landscapes designed to uphold a colonial vision of Caribbean authenticity.Installation view of
Iâ€™m here to entertain you, but only during my shift, Baxter Street at the Camera Club of New YorkTensions â€” of beauty, desire, fact and fantasy, agency, and stereotypes â€” are further exemplified in works such as
â€œAyoowiri / Girl with poinciana flowersâ€• (2020). These beautiful orange flowers, native to the Caribbean, carry a historical legacy: once used as abortifacients by enslaved women, they offered resistance to a
plantation economy that depended on their reproductive labor.In Minayaâ€™s creative practice, Dominican women refuse to be confined by a dominant gaze. With its provocative title, Iâ€™m here to entertain you, but
only during my shift exerts Minayaâ€™s demand for a visual politic that flirts with beauty, ecology, and the desire to be seen, without capitulating to the pull of exoticization.Joiri Minaya, Ayoowiri / Girl with poinciana
flowers (2020), archival pigment print on HahnemÃ¼hle FineArt Pearl paper, 11 x 17 inches, edition of 15 + 3 APIâ€™m here to entertain you, but only during my shift continues through September 30 at Baxter Street at
the Camera Club of New York (126 Baxter Street, Chinatown, Manhattan). The exhibition was curated by Corrine Y. Gordon.Â   Hiba Schahbaz, Self Portrait As Olympia (After Manet) (2020), oil on canvas, 60 x 84 inches
(all images courtesy DeB
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